
 

 

Scheme – E 

Sample Question Paper 

Course Name : Computer Engineering Group            

Course Code : CO/CM/CD 

Semester : Fourth 

Subject Title : Computer Graphics            

Marks  : 100        Time :3 Hrs 

Instructions:  

1.   All questions are compulsory. 

2. Figures to the right indicate full marks. 

3. Assume suitable data if necessary. 

4. Preferably, write the answers in sequential order.  

Q.1a Attempt any SIX of the following:      [2 x 6 = 12] 

a) Define pixel 

b) What is the need of homogeneous co-ordinate matrix? 

c) Define view-port. 

d) List any four properties of Bezier curve. 

e) Draw a labeled diagram of shadow mask CRT. 

f)    List some Graphics Standards. 

g) State and explain syntax of command used to draw polygon. 

h) List any four graphics file formats. 

Q. 1b Attempt any TWO of the following:     [4 x 2 = 8] 

a) Describe 3-D scaling along with its matrix representation. 

b) Describe the 2-D transformation matrix for rotation about arbitrary point. 

c) Find out the final co-ordinates of a figure bounded by the co-ordinates (1,1), (3,4), 

(5,7) and (10,3) when scaled by two units in  X direction and three unit in Y 

direction. 

Q.2 Attempt any FOUR of the following:     [4 x 4 =16] 

a) List any two advantages and two disadvantages of GIF file format. 

b) Describe any two text mode graphics function with syntax. 

c) Describe display file with its structure. 

d) Describe working principle of DVST. 

e) Draw and explain rotating memory frame buffer 
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f) Write only the subroutine for line clipping using midpoint subdivision algorithm.  

 

Q.3 Attempt any FOUR of the following:     [4 x 4 =16] 

a) Write DDA line drawing algorithm. 

b) How polygon is represented in computer graphics system? 

c) Write C code for Bresenham’s line drawing algorithm. 

d) Demonstrate with example inside outside test for polygon. 

e) Write a ‘C’ code for DDA line drawing algorithm 

f) Compare Raster Scan & Random Scan display (Minimum 2 Points) 

 

Q.4 Attempt any TWO of the following:     [8 x 2 =16] 

a) Write C code form drawing circle using mid point circle generation algorithm. 

b) Describe Sutherland-Hodgman polygon clipping algorithm. 

c) List four types of curve generations. Describe B-Spline method for curve 

generation. 

 

Q.5 Attempt any FOUR of the following:     [4 X 4 =16] 

a) Explain any four design rules of GUI. 

b) List four hazards of graphics standard. 

c) Describe any one graphics standard. 

d) Describe 3D translation along with its equation. 

e) Write a ‘C’ code for translating a line in 2D. 

 

Q.6. Attempt any FOUR of the following:      [4 X 4 =16] 

a) Describe Hilbert’s curve with suitable example. 

b) Describe fractal and give any two examples of fractal. 

c) Derive transformation matrix for 2-D viewing transformation. 

d) How category of a line is find out for its visibility using region codes in cohen 

Sutherland line clipping algorithm. 

e) Describe how fractal surfaces are drawn with fractal lines. 

f) Write DDA arc generation algorithm.  


